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Bonus poetry project
By : Bianca 



Verse 

Every poem have many verses because a verse is a line and 
sometimes verses can create rhythms . And sometimes a verse 
can create a picture.      



Stanza 

A stanza looks like a paragraph in a poem , if  you think one thing is 
finished you can start a new stanza. 



Rhyme scheme  

AABB:

A 

A 

B 

B 

The rhyme scheme is about the way the last word rhymes like:  
DAY and WAY[A] AIR and HAIR[B]. 



Theme 

The theme of  this poem is if  you don’t want to do a thing  
 do a bad job and a theme is like a lesson. 



Metaphor 

A metaphor is the kind of  poem that uses is but it is  
Actually not “Is” . It is not a simile poem because it 
Don’t use like and as. 



Simile 

A simile poem is the kind of  poem 
 that always uses like and as . 



Imagery  

An imagery is the kind of  poem that put pictures into your mind. 
Like: 
Black as night, white as snow 
It is like simile but very detailed.[sometimes it’s not like simile] 



Irony 

Peanut butter sandwich: the irony in this poem is  
At last the king still wanted to eat a peanut butter 
Sandwich and everyone thought he would learn his lesson 
But he did NOT! 
Irony is about if  you think one thing will happen and in the poem it 
Did not it is irony.  



Alliteration  

A alliteration is like if  the first letter of  one word is the same to another 
One it is alliteration. Like: 
May Mom Moon Mam [all start with the same letter] 
 



Personification  

Personification is like if  it is a thing and you write in the poem 
A thing people can do and transfer it to let the ‘thing’ do it. 



Limerick  

A limerick is a form of  verse, often humorous and sometimes 
obscene, in five-line, predominantly. anapestic meter 
 with a strict rhyme scheme of  AABBA in which the first, 
second and fifth line rhyme , while the third and fourth lines are 
shorter and share a different rhyme. 
 

Poetry have a rhyme scheme and 
Prose don’t rhyme poems can also 
Be used to make a song.  


